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towards a theodicy of suffering
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This century has seen significant changes in the Christian under- 
standing of suffering. Hundreds of years of traditional belief about an 
unchangeable God who is not liable to pain or suffering have been chal- 
lenged by theologians who have been required to reflect upon the 
meaning of God's love for the world in the light of contemporary 
understanding of what it means to be human. This understanding has 
partly come about as a result of the experience of mass suffering during 
two world wars. Totalitarian leaders such as Hitler and Stalin mimicked 
traditional images of God as One who inflicts suffering for some cause 
or ideal beyond human understanding. In revulsion against such views 
God's impassibility has been widely challenged and repudiated.

Equally, psychological understandings, gleaned from the work of 
Freud, Jung and the relatively new theories of psychology and psycho- 
analysis, have contributed towards a much fuller picture of human 
personality and development. Thus, for example, within the 'caring 
professions' practitioners emphasise that personal love and care often 
have a profound affect on relationships in terms of feelings and 
emotions; in particular such love may be costly in that it might involve 
the sharing of experience and the awareness of another's suffering. 
According to Paul Fiddes this contemporary awareness and experi- 
ence of other people's suffering means that sympathy may be taken in 
its literal sense of 'suffering w ith '.1 Love becomes the sharing of expe- 
rience, so that the only way a person becomes absolutely aware of 
someone else's suffering is by participation in that suffering. Further- 
more, if God is revealed in Jesus' suffering as an expression of true and 
costly love, then it is possible to reach the conclusion that a loving God 
must therefore be a suffering God. Indeed, the biblical evidence 
suggests that God suffers because of his love for his people. The Old 
Testament prophets, especially, spoke of a God who grieves, is disap- 
pointed and even labours under the burden of Israel's plight. Fiddes 
quotes the following passage from Jeremiah to illustrate this point;

Is Ephraim my dear son?
Is he my darling child?
For as often as I speak against him, I do remember him still.
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Therefore my heart yearns for him;
I will surely have mercy on him says the Lord.2

Thus we may conclude that God's suffering is central to his love for his 
people.

Cicely Saunders emphasised this revelation of God in suffering when 
she expressed the view that, 'God uses the losses of our lives and our 
deaths to give us himself. He travels with us in his redeeming strength 
because he has suffered and died and did so with no more than the 
equipment of a man. And he rose again. This is the message of the 
symbols that enlighten the hospice.'3 She also emphasised the humanity 
of Jesus who, for example, wept at the death of his friend Lazarus, who 
faced the agony of isolation and despair when his friends left him at 
Gethsemane, who cried out in pain from the cross; a God who as a 
result may be interpreted as drawing alongside people in their loss, 
pointing to the possibility of hope and in particular of new life.

Saunders' view itself springs from the work of Victor Frankl and his 
seminal book, Mans  Search for Meaning. When released from a Nazi 
concentration camp, Frankl wrote;

another time we were at work in a trench. The dawn was grey 
around us ... I was struggling to find the reason for my sufferings, 
my slow dying. In a last violent protest against the hopelessness of 
imminent death, I sensed my spirit piercing through the envel- 
oping gloom. I felt it transcend that hopeless, meaningless world 
and from somewhere I heard a victorious "Yes" in answer to my 
question of the existence of an ultimate purpose. At that moment a 
light was lit in a distant farmhouse ... in the midst of the miserable 
grey of a dawning morning in Bavaria.4

Frankl's point, shared by Saunders, is that evil and suffering may in 
some way be transformed, that hopelessness may be replaced by a 
sense of meaning and purpose. Frankl knew that if he did not resolve 
the problem of whether there is any inherent value in pain and 
suffering he would give up on life and retreat into a kind of apathy of 
the living dead.

Frankl also comments on the lives of those suffering with him:

It can be said that they were worthy of their sufferings; the way 
they bore their suffering was a genuine inner achievement. It is 
this spiritual freedom ... that makes life meaningful and 
purposeful ... If there is a meaning in life at all, then there must be 
a meaning in suffering.5

The danger in this argum ent is that we are simply wanting the best for 
those who have experienced the worst or potentially glorifying
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suffering for its own sake as a necessary part of the way of salvation. 
Further, Frankl and Saunders' view that all pain and suffering can be 
changed by a process of transformation seems overly naive and 
romantic if we consider it neglects those who are unable to make any 
sense of their experience and who still die, whether in hospital, hospice 
or home, in pain and acute distress.

Nevertheless, one of the challenges posed in contemporary theology 
is that of understanding the meaning of the love of God within a world 
of evil and suffering. The hospice approach has in the person of Cicely 
Saunders, and with the help of Frankl's logotherapy (the study of 
meaning), suggested the possibility of a process of transformation. 
Frankl's whole viewpoint is based upon the conviction that there is 
ultimate meaning, and that people can be helped to provide their own 
individual meaning. Frankl's insistence on attitudinal values, based on 
his experience of the potential value to be experienced in undeserved 
suffering, has been pivotal in influencing Saunders and others. 
Equally, he writes with a pro-religious bias emphasising what he 
describes as ׳spiritual values'. As I have already indicated there is a 
potential danger here in romanticising or in some way glorifying 
suffering. Nevertheless, within the context of the possibility of trans- 
formed suffering I intend to examine three distinct but not unrelated 
approaches to theodicy, all of which have something to say about spir- 
itual care and suffering.

The first theodicy is based upon process theology, the second on the 
theology of Dorothy Soelle and the third that of Jurgen Moltmann. By 
so doing I have chosen not to consider those theodicies which empha- 
sise a more theoretical or logical and evidential approach. For 
example, the 'free will' defence (formulated by Plantinga, 1974), the 
7natural law theodicy' (Swinburne, 1977) and the 'soul making' 
theodicy of John Hick (1968). Instead, in the light of Frankl's 
comments, I have adopted an existential or practical approach. By 
doing so I place a greater emphasis on lived experience which reflects 
many of the immediate questions of meaning expressed by people 
facing life threatening illness.

Process theology is the name given to that kind of theological reflec- 
tion that uses the philosophical thinking first formalised by A. N. 
Whitehead and C. Hartshorne. Both scholars insist on the full signifi- 
cance of evolutionary (or processive) views of the universe, coupled 
with a conviction that God is 'bi-polar' rather than simply absolute, 
eternal and infinite. In other words, according to Whitehead, God 
includes both a 'primordial' (or eternal) aspect and a 'consequent' (or 
everlasting) aspect; God is both infinite and unchanging and yet also 
affected by all that goes on in his creation.6 Process theologians cannot 
accept the traditional view that God's basic attitude is independence 
(i.e. unlike everything else, God has his existence from himself); rather, 
it is his love, since such relationship with creation as God is seen to
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maintain is essentially loving, self-giving, affective and faithful to its 
sole concern for the fullest realisation of goodness.

Underpinning all is the view that God should not be considered as a 
separate reality who dwells apart from the world. As D. D. Williams 
says, 'there is an assertion that God and the world exist in a community 
of mutual action and passion'.7 Thus we no longer need to think of God 
as being unaffected by what happens in the world. This has profound 
implications for the construction of a theodicy of suffering. God, far 
from being remote and detached from the pain and isolation of those 
who are afflicted, is on the contrary alongside; he is the fellow traveller, 
the one who understands. This principle lies at the heart of process 
theology's understanding of the cross and is taken up, albeit in 
different ways, by Soelle and Moltmann. As such it counters the objec- 
tion that God's justice is negated because of the disproportionate levels 
of suffering experienced by different people in different contexts. If we 
accept that God is the co-sufferer of each person in pain, then his justice 
cannot be challenged for what they experience is no less than what God 
has to endure. Thus the involvement of God within human anguish 
becomes a significant way of affirming the meaningfulness of suffering 
and thereby sustaining hope in the midst of affliction and pain.

A significant criticism of process theodicy is the fact that by denying 
the omnipotence of God process theologians have a view of God who 
is too powerless to overcome evil an d /o r  pain and suffering. Such a 
suffering God may give consolation but would be powerless to trans- 
form or heal the world of the individual or of society. Thus there 
appears to be no theology of the resurrection and possibly no concern 
for furthering the kingdom of God. However, this neglects the view 
that as well as being a co-sufferer God is also absolute and so inde- 
pendent of the world. Paul Fiddes states, 'as supreme, then, he is 
related to all; as absolute he is related to nothing in particular, though 
since everything relates to him he might be said to be related to the 
possible as such, while being indifferent to particular relational alter- 
natives'.8 In this way God is both unchangeable and inclusive at the 
same time. The difficulty is holding the balance between these distinct 
dimensions without losing altogether the idea of wholeness of 
personality.

Nevertheless, the value of process theodicy to this discussion is that 
it affirms both the suffering of God and the view that there can be no 
caveat to God's involvement with people who face life-threatening 
illness, who are in pain and who experience the reality of suffering.

Clearly the 'compulsion to fit his suffering and the suffering of 
others into the structure of the world in a meaningful way is a part of 
man's striving for knowledge'.9 The question of why is posed time and 
time again in Scripture, especially so in the Old Testament prayer texts. 
For example, 'My God, my God, why have you forsaken me? (placed 
on the mouth of Jesus crying out from the cross) Why are you so far
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from helping me, from the words of my groaning?'10 and 'Why is my 
pain unceasing, my wound incurable, refusing to be healed? Will you 
be like a deceitful brook, like waters that fail?'11 Once the question is 
raised it becomes necessary to ask about the causes and the reasons 
that surround suffering. In particular, where does suffering come 
from? How does suffering relate to the way hum an beings live both as 
individuals and as a community? Can suffering be stopped or taken 
away? What does God do when hum an beings suffer? The theodicy of 
Dorothy Soelle seeks to meet these and other questions head on.

Soelle's theodicy is constructed in such a way that it endeavours to 
speak on behalf of those who are weak and powerless. Many people 
who are facing life threatening illness also feel an acute sense of power- 
lessness, isolation, fear and lack of dignity. Soelle argues that this 
experience is also expressed by the words, deeds and death of Jesus 
Christ. Adopting this approach for the Christian faith, there can be no 
discipleship without this solidarity. All suffering in some way evokes 
in the sufferer the experience of being forsaken by God. In the depths of 
distress people may feel as though they have been abandoned and 
forsaken by everyone. Thus the relationship people have with God is 
called into question as is evidenced in my own experience by the some- 
times incandescent, sometimes ambivalent response to the presence of 
the hospice chaplain as somehow God's representative on earth.

The above example to some extent illustrates Soelle's view that 
suffering has to be viewed in its social context. The chaplain could 
represent for the patient the oppressive presence of a sadistic God who 
in some way plans or causes suffering. The question may be posed as 
to what extent are carers (including the chaplain) endeavouring to 
work for the abolition of conditions which produce suffering? Soelle 
states that, 'all suffering is social suffering ... this means that all 
suffering is to be worked on. No suffering can be clothed and transfig- 
ured with the appearance of fate'.12 In other words people have a 
choice, they can either maintain, take away or add to even the most 
extreme and apparently indiscriminate forms of suffering. A stark 
choice is given, even to the apparently detached bystander, 'in the face 
of suffering you are either with the victim or the executioner -  there is 
no option'.13 If the choice is that of solidarity then, according to Soelle, 
the very act of living out this solidarity places a person in solidarity 
with the suffering Christ who represents God in the world. Humanity 
can serve the pain of God in Christ through their own pain and their 
relationship with Christ. Thus for Soelle God is co-sufferer, yet no 
suffering is ever justified.

A criticism of Soelle's theodicy is in her insistence on placing an 
easily drawn distinction between victim and oppressor which negates 
the evidence from experience. In particular the testimony of survivors 
of Nazi concentration camps show that inmates, terrorised as they 
were by their guards, were often more frightened by the kind of terror
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that was manifested by the stronger inmates upon weaker inmates. 
When hum an beings are in extremis the distinction between victim 
and executioner sometimes becomes tenuous. Ironically whilst hospice 
medics, chaplains or nurses can hardly be seen as executioners they are 
certainly seen and experienced by some as purveyors of death, as 
'angels of death', and the hospice is a place in which to die; such dying 
may mean extreme pain and suffering. Thus in a hospice context the 
relationship between carer and cared for is often a complex one in 
which a patient may well feel as if they are the victim, placed by carers 
in pleasantly situated, nicely decorated cells from which they will only 
ever escape in a box! According to Soelle God in Christ would identify 
with patients, and place staff out on the edge.

Jurgen Moltmann agrees with Soelle in maintaining that God is not a 
passive onlooker who shies away from human pain and suffering. He 
differs, however, in claiming that suffering has to penetrate the inner 
being of a trinitarian God who still remains transcendent. He believes 
that the cross discloses the inner nature of God without reservation. In 
exploring the relationship between Christ's passion and the reality of 
God, Moltmann states that because Christ represents and reveals God 
in his incarnation the possibility exists for God to change and that as a 
result of the incarnation we may state that Christ's passion is also 
God's passion. The point is brought out by reference to 2 Corinthians 
5:19, that 'God (himself) was in Christ'. If God was in Christ, then he 
also suffered and died on the cross of Jesus; and if God can suffer and 
die on the cross he must be changeable. 'Christian theology must think 
of God's being in suffering and dying and finally in the death of Jesus, 
if it is not to surrender itself and lose its identity'.14 This suggests that 
the idea of a God who is unchangeable and not liable to pain or 
suffering is a God who 'evacuates' the cross of divinity, whereas Molt- 
mann perceives God as being able to suffer as well as to change if 
Christ's suffering on the cross is to be God's suffering and death.

Unlike Soelle, Moltmann places Christ's passion within the context 
of a doctrine of salvation. He accepts Soelle's view of God as a fellow 
sufferer but qualifies this by stating that this is in itself insufficient; 
God not only participates in hum an suffering, he also makes such 
suffering his own. It follows that those who suffer physical, emotional 
or spiritual distress, those who face death and dying and those who 
grieve are in God himself. The view of God as a companion on life's 
journey is transformed into saying that God is actually in the journey 
itself and that as part of that journey there is the possibility not only of 
transformation but of incorporation into suffering. Thus the God of the 
incarnation and the cross is present whenever a vomit bowl or catheter 
bag is used, wherever a person gasps for breath or lies terminally rest- 
less upon a bed. A valid reason perhaps for administering the 
sacraments without removing the detritus of death and dying from the 
bedside.
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The difficulty, however, with this argument is that if pain, anguish 
and death are part of God then they cannot be purely negative. If God 
is a God of love, compassion and justice then pain and suffering can 
only be interpreted as having some form of positive quality. In this 
light the pivotal claim of faith that in Christ God acted decisively to 
overcome evil and death to deprive them of their power over human 
beings becomes problematic. The only way forward would seem to be 
to limit what is incorporated into God.

Nevertheless, the strength of Moltmann's argument is that as a result 
of humanity's communion with the crucified God 'man is filled with 
the spirit of God. He becomes the friend of God, feels sympathy with 
God and for God ... He is crying with God's worth. He suffers 
with God's suffering. He loves with God's love. He hopes with God's 
hope'.15 For hospice spiritual care and suffering the potential for libera- 
tion becomes enormous. God's death for us on the cross becomes the 
source of strength and hope in the struggle against pain and suffering. 
That said, however, this should not imply that we have no cause to 
weep over the pain expressed by those in our care.

The strengths of all three viewpoints combine to offer a theodicy of 
suffering that seeks to inspire and give expression to hope that may be 
denied by or suppressed by people facing death and dying, as well as 
by carers. Such a theodicy can only be life-offering and therefore a 
genuinely positive aid that can undergird a Christian ministry of 
hospice spiritual care. Hope is made present in the possibility of a 
cycle of death and resurrection that states that those who anguish, 
who enter the shadows of death will sing new songs. They also lend 
credence, if any is needed, to Frankl's16 comments (quoted above) on 
the lives of those who suffered with him. Tested in the rigours of 
concentration camp living their witness is to the defiant power of the 
human spirit to surmount seemingly intolerable circumstances and to 
play a significant role in deciding their own personal destiny.

Thus the prelude to the possibility of resurrection is our powerless- 
ness, the realisation that we are helpless in the face of suffering, pain, 
death and finitude, and that the idea of God as co-sufferer brings 
meaning and hope where there may be helplessness and hopelessness.
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